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Introduction
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance
in the examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include
a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the
questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The
reports will also explain aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether
through a lack of knowledge, poor examination technique, or any other identifiable and
explainable reason.
Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular
areas to highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the
question paper can be downloaded from OCR.
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Paper 4 series overview
This is the first of three papers taken by Higher tier candidates for the GCSE (9-1) Mathematics
specification.
The candidates appear to have done better on this paper than in previous series. There is an
improvement in the responses to the problem solving questions, showing that more candidates
are selecting appropriate methods to solve these problems.
There are certain topics that are essential such as numeracy, setting up and solving equations,
solving quadratic equations, substituting into formulae, angle properties of shapes and parallel
lines, finding the area and perimeter of common shapes and reading information from graphs,
tables and diagrams.
Candidates will improve further if they can answer the questions as stated in the demand. For
example, Q1 requires the answer correct to 3 significant figures, Q2 gives the two numbers in
different units, Q3 has a subtle difference between the two parts, Q5 needs to be read carefully,
Q7 requires the perimeter and not the area, Q10 wants the interest to the nearest penny, Q16 is
on inverse proportion and not direct proportion and Q19 requested that it was solved algebraically
to 2 decimal places. Each of these questions were not read correctly by some of the candidates.
Read the question carefully
Important words in the question demand could be highlighted so that they are not missed or
ignored.
In using calculators many candidates continue to truncate their intermediate answers or even
their final answers to an inappropriate degree of accuracy.
Use of calculators
Keep intermediate results to more accuracy than you need and round your final answer either to
the accuracy requested or to a reasonable level of accuracy. Do not truncate values.
In this paper there were very few direct algebra questions and that is because there was quite a
lot of algebra expected in the problem solving questions. The questions which were answered the
best/worst are listed below.

•
•
•
•

Most successful topic/question
use of calculators (Q1)
ratio (Q2)
application of linear equations (Q5)
transformations (Q8)

•
•
•
•
•

Least successful topic/question
properties of parallel lines (Q9)
quadratic sequences (Q12b)
histograms (Q13b)
vectors (Q15)
indices (Q17)

The topics of vectors and histograms appear in the least successful topics regularly. Candidates
do not appear to be confident using vector algebra and they still struggle to work out the
frequencies in histograms.
On this Higher tier paper it was surprising that many candidates struggled over topics which are
also on Foundation tier such as using a calculator, ratio, angle properties of parallel lines, lowest
4
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common multiple, compound interest and circumference of a circle. Some candidates also
struggled to round numbers to the required degree of accuracy, particularly using significant
figures.
In selecting a method to attempt the problem solving questions, there is always a better method
than trial and improvement which is no longer in the specification. Each problem solving question
does have at least one intended method to solve it.
Finally, in questions with multiple solutions, it is sensible to check that the written solution
satisfies the original information, in other words go back to the question and check the solution
works.
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Question 1

This question required candidates to divide 210 by 125, find the cube root and then round the
answer correct to 3 significant figures. The most common error was to misunderstand the cube
root notation and divide 210 by 125 to reach 1.68 and then to find the square root and multiply
that answer by 3 to get to 3.888444… and hence 3.89. Some candidates did not round their
answer as required by the question or they rounded to 3 decimal places instead.

AfL

Use a pen or highlighter to identify that the final answer must be
given correct to three significant figures.

Question 2

The units must be standardised so the first step should be to write the unsimplified ratio as 50 :
1000 and then cancellation follows on from there. The answer is 20 and not 1 : 20 though that
was condoned. Units in the answer were not condoned. Some candidates thought that there were
100 g in a kilogram.
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Question 3 (a)

The first step is to find the total number of shares, 12, and then work out Colin’s share,

5
. The
12

5 1
× . Many candidates found one third of 5 but wrote it as an incorrect
12 3
truncated decimal, 1.6, rather than 1.6666…; if this was then placed as a fraction over 12 they
would have gained M2.
required fraction is then

Question 3 (b)

In this question the candidates need to divide the 1600 by 8 to find the required multiplier, in this
case 200. However, the common incorrect method was to add 5 + 7 + 8 to get 20 and then to
divide 1600 by 20 to get 80. It is likely these candidates did not realise that the £1600 was
Freya’s share and treated it as the global sum.
AfL

Highlighting the word ‘Freya’ might avoid some errors.
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Question 4 (a)

A common method was to write down all the times of the buses up to the next occurrence. Using
this approach, numerical mistakes were usually made and the correct answer was rarely seen.
Those candidates that used the lowest common multiple approach were more successful. Some
who found 180 minutes to be 3 hours then added on the 3 hours incorrectly and gave an answer
of 12.37. The next occurrence of 14.37 was also seen as the answer.

Exemplar 1

This exemplar shows the expected method using the lowest common multiple of 18 and 20.

Question 4 (b)

Any reasonable assumption, such as “Buses are assumed to leave on time”, were accepted.
Answers which were unlikely, such as “There is no traffic”, were not accepted.
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Question 5

Candidates are expected to use linear equations to solve this problem. Some clearly used trial
and improvement but there was no credit for this method unless they found the correct answer.
There are two reasons for this: the first is that the topic is no longer in the specification and the
second is that this method is very difficult to follow.

Exemplar 2

This exemplar shows the expected method of using linear equations.
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Question 6

This was a problem solving question so the mark scheme was biased towards finding the missing
information. The empty table was given as a hint; those candidates who used it usually obtained
the correct numbers and those who ignored it often made errors. It was quite common for the
number of left-handed Y10 students to be omitted. Few candidates were able to compare the two
fractions and it was not sufficient just to say one fraction is larger than the other one. The mark
scheme gives a number of alternative methods but the simplest is to convert the two fractions into
decimals. Percentages were accepted providing the correct notation was used.
AfL

When percentages are used to compare fractions or decimals, the
correct notation (%) must be used.
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Exemplar 3

This exemplar shows the correct solution using the table to find the missing information.
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Question 7

This is a multi-step question. The candidates need to work out which sides, AE + ED + DC + arc
CB + BA, need to be calculated. Most candidates worked out FC (or FD or FB) as 18 divided by
2. Many realised that DC was obtained using Pythagoras’ theorem, though some tried
trigonometry and that usually failed. AB (or ED) was found by doing 41 – 9 though some used 41
– arc CB. For arc CB, it is a quarter of the entire circumference of the whole circle; many used the
formula for the area instead. Some candidates used 18 for the radius or were confused between
the two formulae of πd and 2πr . Few candidates stated the formula they were using so it was
not always clear what they were using for the radius.
AfL

When solving problems involving a circle, you must:
•
•
•

be clear whether you require the area or the circumference
work out the radius carefully
write down the formula you are using.
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Question 8 (a)

Some candidates thought that it was a ‘reflection’ but the main error was to give two
transformations when the question clearly demands a single transformation. Some candidates
gave ‘rotation’ and the correct centre but did not give the angle just the direction.
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Question 8 (b)

This type of question has been set before and the responses are improving. This time many more
candidates attempted to do these transformations on triangle A and many obtained the correct
images. They gained credit for this. Fewer were able to give the single transformation but overall
the responses were better this year.

Question 9 (a)

Most candidates gave the angle correctly. Few were able to name the property of parallel lines of
‘corresponding angles’, and many stated ‘alternate angles’.
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Question 9 (b)

Most candidates were able to gain some credit, usually identifying angle BCD as ‘b’. They were
often unable to name the property as ‘alternate angles’, with some using the phrase ‘Z angles’
which is not accepted as a correct term. Most candidates were able to give the second reason
that angles on a straight line add to 180°.

Question 10

The main error here was to miss the word ‘interest’ as many candidates gave the total amount.
Some wrote the multiplier as 1.2 or 1.002. Some candidates gave the answer correct to the
nearest pound and not the nearest penny as requested. A few attempted to work this out with a
year-by-year approach but most of them made numerical errors or inaccuracies and they rarely
found the correct answer. This method is not to be encouraged in a written examination; it is
more suitable for use in a spreadsheet.

Question 11

This question was answered better than previous questions set on the same topic. It is good
technique to write down both bounds for each number. The upper limit for each number can be
the halfway point e.g. we allow 9.25 for 9.2 even without an inequality symbol so that candidates
avoid considering numbers such as 9.249999… . The final division must be shown because there
is usually quite a few numbers written down and we need to know which two numbers have been
used.
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Question 12 (a)

This part was answered well. Some candidates found the difference + 5 but did not know what to
do with it. Common incorrect answers were 5n + 6 and 6n + 5.

Question 12 (b)

The intention of this question is to set up two simultaneous equations and then to solve them.
Those candidates who tried to use trial and improvement found it a lengthy and usually
impossible task and very few found the correct answer this way.
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Exemplar 4

Here is an exemplar that shows a solution using simultaneous equations.
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Question 13 (a) (i)

Most candidates gave the correct answer of 172 with a few candidates giving an answer of 170.

18
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Question 13 (a) (ii)

Some candidates gave both 160 and 176 or 177 but they did not subtract the two. Some
candidates gave 172 because they subtracted 90 – 30 = 60 and then they read the 60 on the
vertical scale which gives the median.

Question 13 (a) (iii)

Many candidates read 100 from the graph and then converted the 100 out of 120 to a percentage
(83%). Fewer candidates then subtracted the 100 from 120 or the 83% from 100% to get the
correct answer.
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Question 13 (b)

A higher proportion of the candidates were able to read the frequencies from the histogram than
on similar questions in previous papers. They then needed to identify the middle frequency and
76.5 and 77 were both accepted. Once we have seen this number then 160 to 170 can be
identified as the group containing the median; if calculated, it lies between 166 and 167. Finally
the correct decision for rowing club can be made. The main omission was not to find the position
of the middle reading. The group containing the median is also the modal group so examiners
need to see how candidates have identified it.
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Question 14 (a)

Most candidates were able to correctly read the answer from the graph.

Question 14 (b)

Answers must not contain the words ‘constant speed’ because the speed is increasing and is not
constant. Many candidates did state that it was ‘accelerating’ or the ‘speed was increasing’ which
were accepted as that was all that was required. Any qualification was best dealt with by adding
‘at a constant rate’.

Question 14 (c)

The average speed requires the total distance travelled and to find that the area beneath the
graph must be calculated. Most candidates managed to work out the area of the rectangle but
they did not half the areas of the two triangles, hence giving 300 + 700 + 200 = 1200 and 1200 ÷
60 = 20. Sometimes only one of the triangles’ areas was halved. Calculating the area of the
trapezium is the easiest method but very few candidates attempted this. There is another method
involving averaging all the speeds at set positions but few attempted this and even fewer found
the correct answer this way.
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Question 15

Candidates struggled with this vectors question. There were very few who used the correct
notation, for example many used OCD for vector OD and so on. The other main error was not to
work out vector AB and hence vector CB which they needed to find vectors OC or CD.

Misconception Many candidates thought that if OC + CD = OD then this showed that
OCD was a straight line.

Question 16 (a)

This part was well answered, though the expected method of multipliers was rarely used. Instead
candidates chose to work out the formula and check that it worked for the other two pairs of
numbers. The main error was to use direct proportionality or to omit the root when they
substituted the value of 4 for x.
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Question 16 (b)

The most common error was to use direct proportionality, followed by candidates who ‘lost’ the
square power during their calculations so that they calculated their k as 3.75 × 4 = 15.

Question 17

Many candidates used numbers in the place of a and this was not accepted in this ‘proof’. The
first term should be written as a-1 as -1 is not enough here. The second term needs to be written
as a1 or a and many in fact did show this. However, they needed to show these two multiply to
give 1 and usually a0, or similar, was sufficient.
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Question 18

Many candidates could not accurately draw all three lines. For y = 3 many drew x = 3, for y = x
many simply did not draw a line and for x + y = 9 they drew x + y = 10 or y = x + 9. The region
where they made the most errors was to find which side of y = x to show and they often chose the
wrong side.
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Question 19

The required accuracy is a hint to candidates that they should use the quadratic formula. Despite
this, many tried to factorise without any success and some attempted to use ‘completing the
square’ which was particularly tricky and it was rare to see a successful attempt. Of those
candidates who did attempt to use the quadratic formula, some wrote down the wrong formula
and for some their numerator was too short and did not include the ‘– b’ term. Most gave the
answers to the correct accuracy but a few did not round their answers at all.
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Review of results
If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to consider one of our review of results
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at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking which have an earlier deadline to
ensure your reviews are processed in time for university applications.

Review students' exam performance with our free online results analysis tool. Available for GCSE, A Level
and Cambridge Nationals.
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•
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•

analyse results at question and/or topic level*

•

compare your centre with OCR national averages

•

identify trends across the centre

•

facilitate effective planning and delivery of courses

•

identify areas of the curriculum where students excel or struggle

•

help pinpoint strengths and weaknesses of students and teaching departments.

*To find out which reports are available for a specific subject, please visit ocr.org.uk/administration/
support-and-tools/active-results/
Find out more at ocr.org.uk/activeresults

CPD Training
Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessor or drop in
to an online Q&A session.
Please find details for all our courses on the relevant subject page on our website.
www.ocr.org.uk
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